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Details of Visit:

Author: Moundhound
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 26 Aug 2015 19:15
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE is in the old Wonderlounge building which has recently been refurbished to a very good
standard. Nice welcoming reception and the rooms were lovely and clean with brand new showers.
Very, very good! 

The Lady:

Mid-30s, about 5'6", shoulder length blonde hair, blue eyes, lovely cheeky smile, enhanced boobs
and nice shaven pussy that gets very wet.

The Story:

GFE had recently opened in Bury and although I have been planning to visit my plan A intention
was a punt with Frankie at LM. Unfortunately, when I got to LM I found Frankie hadn't shown up for
work, so I quickly rang GFE to see if Cindy was available; having seen her pictures earlier that day
she had gone straight on to my 'to do' list. Thankfully she was, so I walked round the corner to the
old Wonderlounge premises. I have to say they have really done a great job on refurbishing the
building. The Wonderlounge was okay inside, but GFE is at Sandy's standards inside although the
addition of mirrors on the room ceilings would be a good move. The receptionist at GFE is a bloke,
which I found unusual, but he was super nice and couldn't have been more helpful. I was shown to
a lovely room, which I think was the one I used to see the lovely Kerry in during her time at TWL -
happy days!

Cindy came in just as I was drying off after my shower and she was really friendly and chatty from
the start. Cindy is about 5'6" tall, mid-30s, has a lovely curvy body with nicely enhanced boobs,
shoulder length blonde hair and a lovely smiley face. Really gorgeous! We started with the
obligatory massage and chat and then I turned over for some lovely kissing with DFK - Cindy really
kisses well and it is one reason I will return to see her. Kissing progressed to some lovely owo with
lots of spit and eye contact. I returned the favour and spent a lot of time licking and fingering her
lovely pussy - Cindy tasted lovely. She complimented me on my oral technique and said I was going
to make her cum; she did seem to cum but with WGs you can't always determine the authenticity of
their orgasms. Sex was also superb with spoons to start followed by reverse cowgirl and mish.
Unlike Sandy's, GFE doesn't have ceiling mirrors so in positions such as spoons you don't get the
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same lovely view of the action, but that is a minor gripe. I opted to finish with more oral and CIM
which was performed well, although Cindy did wank me more than suck me towards the end. She
spat my load into a towel, so no swallowing unfortunately.

So in summary, it seems like GFE is a good new alternative to Sandy's and LM and Cindy is
definitely a girl who provides an excellent service. I intend to return soon, but for an hour next time.
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